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Communications Review: 
Building a data quality competency 
in today’s digitised communications 
operator: not an option – but a 
business imperative 

Communications operators are among the most data-rich of all businesses, with 
opportunities to capture and store a vast array of potentially valuable customer data. 
Yet to date they have not capitalised on their “big data” assets as fully as they could. The 
underlying reason lies in the diffi culty of turning an operator’s diverse mass of data into 
useful insight – a task that depends critically on having data that’s trustworthy, timely, 
and of consistently high quality. To achieve these attributes, operators need to build a data 
quality competency – a dedicated, specialised organisation responsible for maintaining, 
safeguarding and ensuring the quality of data across and beyond the enterprise. In a 
world where business decisions are increasingly dependent on data, building such a 
competency is critical. In this article, we examine the practical steps that operators can 
take to get their data fi t for purpose.
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The rise of big data as a business asset…
As anyone in business today knows, data is everywhere 
and expanding by the day. And as organisations’ 
data continues to proliferate, it’s also becoming an 
increasingly pivotal and strategic asset – with the ability 
to collect, manage and analyse “big data” creating major 
opportunities for differentiation and engagement with 
customers. But with it also comes challenges around 
issues ranging from data accuracy and integrity to 
privacy and security. Additionally, data is finally getting 
to the point where organisations are starting to not just 
capture data for internal use, but also use that data as an 
additional product/revenue stream. 

In light of these developments, every company needs 
to take a close look at its data governance processes 
to ensure they’re ready for the challenges presented 
by big data. There’s clear risk that big data can easily 
lead to “big frustration” if a business is not completely 
clear on how to extract useful, actionable insights from 
the mass of available information. This process can be 
cumbersome, time-consuming and dependent on skilled 
experts – and can get more complicated if the underlying 
data cannot be trusted.   

…is also creating several issues for 
communication operators
As the big data revolution gathers pace and momentum, 
communications operators are more and more at the 
front line. Innovation in services is an absolute necessity - 
so the availability of reliable, accurate and real-time data 
insights is absolutely critical. Operators possess data that 
enables effective data-driven guidance for future product 
decisions and internal operational enhancements as well 
as data that is attractive to third parties.  

However, effective management of data is something 
operators have struggled to achieve in the past. The 
sheer volume and complexity of big data means that 
traditional, manual methods of discovering, governing, 
and validating information are no longer technically 
feasible. A further issue is that in recent years, the ability 
to gather, collect and store ever more data has surged 
way ahead of a companies’ ability to do useful things 
with it. As a result, many companies across and beyond 
the telecoms industry have a vast wealth of data at their 
disposal, but still lack the organisational competency and 
capabilities needed to ensure it’s truly trustworthy and 
then to translate that data into real business value.

38% of data-driven analyst roles 
spend more than 30% of their time 
manually remediating data– a waste 
of valuable skill sets that could be 
better used uncovering revolutionary 
insights for your business.1

By 2017, 33% of the largest 
global companies will experience 
an information crisis due to their 
inability to adequately value, 
govern, and trust their enterprise 
information2

Businesses that can leverage 
data effectively deliver 75% greater 
revenue growth3

Questions to answer – and challenges to 
overcome
The leadership of communications operators who are 
facing this data quality competency gap need to ask 
themselves some searching questions: ‘We may collect 
and hold a lot of data – but is the data accurate?’ ‘What 
building blocks do we need to put in place to create a 
world-class data quality competency?’ ‘Would the returns 
from investing in a data quality competency justify the 
costs?’ And, ‘If we did invest more in data quality, what 
opportunities would it open up across our business and 
value chain?’

If operators want to position themselves as data first 
operations, the questions above need to be addressed.  
How many companies are monetising data? How many 
companies trust their data? How many companies think 
of data quality as a core competence? 

Such findings reflect the continuing challenges around 
deriving true analytics-driven insights from technology 
and data. Our experience and client conversations across 
all industries highlight five hurdles in particular:
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1. Data as an afterthought: many companies have 
a culture of “launch first, measure later” in their 
product development, where they build the product 
first and then only think afterwards about analysing 
the resulting data. This is a big mistake. Instead, 
data capturing and, more specifically, data quality 
should be taken into account from the very start of the 
design phase, with governance in place throughout 
the development process to ensure accurate data is 
captured to be leveraged in the future.

2. Messy data: much of the data held by companies 
today is messy, characterised by uneven quality and is 
often put into disjoint data sets that were not designed 
to function together. As a result, companies spend more 
time cleaning up their data than generating insights – 
thus preventing them from realising its full value.

3. Data skills gap: a sound data quality competency is 
a prerequisite for creating a trustworthy, high-quality 
pool of data upon which a business can build value for 
itself and its customers. To develop such a competency, 
a business will need strong data practitioners across 
areas including product development, quality assurance 
(QA), data manipulation/ETL (extract, transform & 
load), data architectures, and more.

4. Technology gap in a world of streaming data: 
Traditional database and data warehousing systems 
were not designed for today’s environment where data 
is streamed, dynamic and real-time. As a result, many 
legacy systems are more adept at capturing data than 
at processing and analysing it at high volumes and at a 
rapid pace. In a world of streaming video and real-time 
access to information, data insights must also be real-
time to create value: knowing where a customer was 
shopping yesterday is much less valuable than knowing 
where they are shopping now when trying to offer them 
an in-store discount.   

5. A failure to exploit cloud and open-source: Cloud 
solution providers are launching powerful self-service 
analytics tools based on open source technologies, 
bringing unprecedented benefits in terms of cost, 
accessibility and scalability. With a high-quality data 
quality competency in place, organisations need to roll 
out the benefits to non-technical business users across 
the enterprise. Cloud-based self-service tools provide 
an effective and low-cost way to do this without 
the need for multiple data scientists to provide 
meaningful insights.

What is Data Quality? 
Before an organisation invests in improving its data 
quality, it must first establish a clear view of what it’s 
trying to achieve. Here the old adage holds true – “You 
can’t manage what you don’t measure.” Since most 
organisations don’t currently make the effort to measure 
the quality of their data in any objective or quantitative 
way, they fail to understand the scope of the problem 
and the effort needed to build a robust and convincing 
business case for formal data quality improvement efforts.

The root of the problem is that when many companies 
consider data management, they think of three issues. 
First, can they capture the data their products and services 
are producing? Second, can they store it somewhere? 
And third, can they then analyse that data?  However, to 
improve data quality, companies need to examine two 
more dimensions. Is the data they’re capturing accurate, 
timely, and complete? And are the analyses they’re 
conducting actually based on high-quality data? 

These perspectives open up further considerations. For 
example, even if the data currently being captured is 
accurate, will it remain accurate as it moves across the 
data supply chain? And if the data is accurate today, how 
confident can the business be that it will still be accurate in 
the future? At its core, data quality comes down to whether 
the data the organisation has is reliable and trustworthy 
for making decisions – and whether it will remain so. 

Data quality comes down to whether the data the organisation has is 
reliable and trustworthy for making decisions – and whether it will 
remain so. 
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In working with clients to help them consider these 
various perspectives, PwC has defined three specific 
metrics through which data quality can be measured 
accurately and consistently. These are:

• Availability – is the data readily accessible? Do the 
data sources have high up time?

• Completeness – when the data is accessed, does it 
arrive in the correct formats in terms of datasets, 
structures and fields? Are the “rows” all present and 
are the “columns” all present and well formatted?

• Timeliness – how quickly does the data become 
available to be accessed, processed and analysed? 
What is the lag time between event creation and when 
the event is available for analysis?

In our data quality engagements, we find that these three 
measures can be hugely valuable in enabling clients to get 
to grips with data quality. 

From concept to reality: how to achieve 
data quality

To embark on the journey to high-quality data, a business 
first needs to have strong buy-in and prioritisation from 
senior executives, which will help the entire organisation 
to realise that data quality is a genuine and much-needed 

competence. With that bedrock in place, data quality 
should be approached through the three lenses of people, 
process and technology.

People and Competency 

Achieving high data quality is not just about having the 
right technology. Organisations also need to invest in 
individuals who are data architects or “data athletes” 
that can act as end-to-end guardians to help drive data 
governance and quality. Throughout the development 
and roll-out of products and platforms across the 
business, the data architects will ensure that data quality 
– and the realisation of value from that data – are kept 
firmly in view at every stage, supported by a dedicated 
QA organisation, development professionals, and data 
scientists who understand data end-to-end. 

Achieving strong data governance requires data teams 
and business teams to be brought together, as well as 
“traditional” and “new” data users, enabling shared 
learning and cross-pollination of knowledge and ideas. 
A typical data quality organisation with the required 
structure, roles and responsibilities is illustrated in 
Figure 1. Essentially, the data quality organisation should 
be thought of as an entirely new development function 
and incorporated at each part of the software development 
lifecycle (SDLC) and product creation process.

Data
producers Ingest

Enrich
and store

Data
consumers

Data producer QA Data consumer QA

ROLE RESPONSIBILITIES

People 
Data QA Lead Overall architect of quality management, technology visionary

Developers Analysis of records, setting up of data lakes, dashboard development

Process
Data Contracts, Change Management processes, Issue Escalation Matrix, SLA Management, communication of 
QA checks to stakeholders, Governance body for Go/No Go decisions

Technology Dashboards for DQ alerting and alarming, Automated test harnesses, Production and Staging environments 

Figure 1: Data quality organization setup
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Process 

In terms of process, it’s important to put in place explicit 
data quality contracts with strict service-level agreement 
(SLAs) between data producers and consumers. Data 
Contracts outline the rules of engagement, decision rights, 
and accountabilities between the “Data Provider” and 
the “Data Consumer”. These contracts clearly document 
the various fields and formats that downstream teams 
can expect from the data producer. Event definitions, all 
possible use cases and edge scenarios are listed so that the 
teams that deal with data have a common understanding 
of the data being provided for analysis. 

By assigning a measurable SLA to each of the data quality 
attributes, teams can be held accountable for delivering 
quality data. It is left to the data teams to define each of 
the attributes based on their own systems and processes. 
Our interpretation of the data quality SLAs are below:

• Availability: Analytics Platform Outage Time/ 
Total Time 

• Completeness: # of valid records with all the 
required fields correctly formatted and populated/
Total # of records

• Timeliness: # of records delivered within agreed 
SLA/Total # of records delivered

Figure 2 shows our interpretation of the data quality 
SLAs. Additionally, a robust change management 
process is also necessary to achieve data quality, as it 
can ensure that all parties that touch data end-points 
are aware of all the changes planned in the architecture 
with enough time to alter their analyses as needed to not 
impact downstream reports. Strong change management 
processes create a culture that ensures data quality issues 
remain at the heart of product development. As part of 
each release, downstream consumers need to be made 
aware of the change with all updates also being reflected 
in the appropriate data contract(s). 

It is equally important to have a dedicated support 
function to handle data quality issues and outages. A 
centralised organisation that can assist with the intake of 
tickets from internal teams and from automated testing 
and alerting, triage the issue as needed, and help drive 
resolution is essential to any organisation that wants to 
maintain high quality data.

Automated testing and validation at development, 
integration, and during production deployment is the 
cornerstone of any sound data quality organisation.  
Issues with changes to data formats and schemas must 
be caught as early in the process as possible – ideally 
before a production release – to minimise the impact to 
an organisation’s data. The Data Quality QA function 
is critical in this regard to ensure test harnesses are 
maintained across the organisation.

Figure 2: Data quality attributes

Data Infrastructure Platform 
is up and data is available 

for downstream consumers

Duration of Infastructure 
endpoint outage

Total time

1- # of valid records with all 
required fields

Total # of
available records

# of available records deliverd 
within 15 mins

Total # of
available records

Required fields identified
in the contract are
present AND are in
the correct format

Data is being delivered
to consumers in near real 
time within XX minutes of 
event creation (XX – left

to data consumers)

Categorise

Availability Completeness Timeliness

Define

Measure

Based on Organization’s need
Target
SLAs
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Technology 

Phenomenal advancements have been made in the areas 
of big data capture, storage and computing. There are 
many tools available today – both open sourced and 
licensed – that have made analytics more consumer 
friendly. But “over implementing” and deploying too 
much IT and data management infrastructure too soon, 
without sound Enterprise Architecture oversight and 
direction, can lead to overly complex environments that 
require a great deal of oversight and training.  
These strains can often lead to confusion, disillusionment 
and a failure to achieve business goals and establish a 
strong data quality capability.

The improvements in the technologies available is making 
the development of data aspects of a platform not all that 
dissimilar to the core product development itself, with 
automated testing and validation something that can 
now be applied to data schemas, formats, and all parts 
of the ETL process. Given this, our view is that precisely 
the same SDLC testing and validation principles that are 
used in the product development process should also be 
applied from a data quality perspective, with extensive 
testing of data quality at every stage to ensure it has not 
been affected or compromised.  If it has, then the impact 
must be corrected before development can proceed any 
further. Data quality should be made a gating factor for 
any new product or version release. 

Big data technology platforms will continue 
to evolve at a fast pace, which will place 
additional strain on organisations to 
maintain data quality. Teams should be 
cognisant of the below trends as they build 
their data competency to help maintain high 
quality data:
• Movement  towards Hybrid architecture: Cloud 

versus on premise systems – The ability to scale 
with ease allows more data to be captured from 
more places than ever; Strong data governance will 
become increasingly critical to manage data in cloud 
and on premise

• Increased capture of unstructured, streaming real-
time data – Data contracts and validation of fields 
need to be established and maintained to help ensure 
all captured data is usable and understandable to 
internal and external consumers

• Proliferation of self-service business intelligence 
(BI) tools – With more consumers of data, most 
of whom do not have a background in data – it 
is increasingly more important for strong data 
governance policies to be in place to help maintain 
meaningful reports for all consumers

• Total cost of ownership (TCO) levers to bear in 
mind when implementing smart technologies – 
While many new technologies exist that can 
be implemented, and many experienced data 
professionals out there that can help run it, it is 
important that a balance between automation and 
self-service and manual validation and data scientists 
be reached to reduce TCO and make data quality a 
justifiable investment

Each of the decisions you can make from a technology 
perspective is multifaceted. For example, transactions 
and data used to be highly structured and relatively 
standardised in years gone by. But today, with 
development such as the rapid take-off in cloud based 
and mobile applications and increased use of social 
media, companies are facing a plethora of unstructured 
media generated from a wide range of different 
systems and sources. Today’s infrastructure needs to 
be sufficiently smart, scalable and robust to handle this 
deluge while maintaining data quality. 

Gartner estimates that more than 40% of business initiatives fail to 
meet their objectives due to poor data quality.4
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Conclusion: investment in data quality 
repays itself many times over
As companies – not least communications service 
providers – make ever wider use of big data and 
analytics, new challenges inevitably emerge alongside 
the opportunities. These include increasing pressure on 
analytics platforms from an expanding group of users, 
coupled with the need to handle a higher frequency 
and granularity of data from an ever broader array 
of sources, and get analytics-driven insights as fast as 
possible. To achieve all this, enterprises have no choice 
but to define and practise high-quality data quality and 
analysis procedures.  

CSPs have access to valuable data around customer 
location, demographics, device and application 
preferences, etc. Monetizing that data seems obvious, 
but companies recognize that this data may represent 
a massive legal and security liability. Policies and 
regulations related to data privacy are complex and 
every country may have its own set of rules. Big data 
will undoubtedly present several legal challenges 
to CSPs in the coming years. A successful data 
monetization strategy not only needs a solid data 
quality competency but also necessitates a thorough 
understanding of regulations related to data acquisition, 
use and disclosure. We have intentionally not addressed 
those issues in this paper and will be discussing them as 
part of our future publications. 

Data quality should not be seen solely as an IT 
responsibility. It must be “owned” across all business 
units and be ingrained in everyday business processes 
and decisions. 

Just capturing data and analysing it is no longer sufficient 
in today’s fast-paced data driven world. With more and 
more business decisions based almost entirely on data, 
it’s becoming increasingly important for the same quality 
standards to be applied to the data an organisation is 
collecting as to any other consumer facing product. This 
is the only way companies can have full confidence that 
their decisions are being made on the basis of high-
quality data that will drive increased value back to the 
business. At the same time, trustworthy data can open 
potential new revenue streams, as the data can become a 
saleable product in its own right.

To put it another way, if any of a business’s data fails to 
meet quality standards, then some of its decisions are 
now being based on less than perfect data - creating 
incalculable downstream costs and missed opportunities. 
Gartner estimates that more than 40% of business 
initiatives fail to meet their objectives due to poor data 
quality.4 In the past, investing in data quality used to be 
seen as a financial drain on the business. In fact, it’s a 
highly cost-effective way of preventing bad decisions and 
untold costs further down the line. Bad data costs more 
than building the competency to drive strong data quality. 

It’s time to build such a competency. 

Endnote
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